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We first triangulate a compact closed m-manifold Mm of differ
entiability class Cr (r>l) in a euclidean space Ev = Em+n. The method 
is simpler than earlier methods (see References) and is applicable to 
a wider class of spaces (see (F) and (G) below). 

(A) For a given rj>0, let (#i, • • • , aM) be a set of distinct points 
on Mm such that each point of Mm is at distance <rj from at least one 
point a*. 

Let d be the euclidean distance function in E\ For each 
* G ( 1 , • • • ,M),let 

(1) ck = {x G E9\ d(ak, x) g d(di, x), i = 1, • • • , /*}, 

(2) y™ = Mm C\ cl = {» G Mm | d(a*, s) ^ d(at-, x), i = 1, • • • , n}. 

THEOREM. For eacft pE:Mm, let y(p) be the intersection of all the sets 
7? containing p. If rj is small enough, {y} = {y(p)\ pÇzMm} is a sub
division of Mm into the closed cells of a complex. 

PROOF. Note first that if i^k, d(ak, x) = d(a», x) defines the normal 
bisecting (y — l)-plane L^1 of the segment akaiy and d(ak, x) <d(a», x) 
defines the half-space H^1 of Ev bounded by LJJ""1 and containing ak. 
Thus c£ is the closure of the open convex polyhedral *>-cell 

(3) ck = (1 27*» = {# G E I d(ajb, *) < d(at, x), i ?* k}, 

which may be of infinite diameter. 
(B) The set y™=c\C\Mm is on the interior Bv(ak, rj) of the sphere 

Sv~1(akl rj) of radius rj about ak. 
For, by (A), each point of Mm— Bv(ak, rj) is closer to some ai9^ak 

than to ak, and cl is the set of all points which are closer to ak than 
to any ai^ak. 

The fact that Mm is compact and of class C2 implies that there ex
ists a number p > 0 so small that no (y — l)-sphere of radius p tangent 
to Mm encloses a point of Mm. The cell cl therefore contains all points 
at distances ^ p from ak on the normal w-plane Nn(ak) to Mm at akl 

since each such point is closer to ak than to any a ^ a * . 
(C) Hence, if L^1 (defined above) intersects 7™, then LlîlC\Nn(ak) 

is either vacuous or at distance > p from ak. 
1 This work was partly supported by NSF Grant G-14431. 
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